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The Share of Top Wealth-Holders in Personal
-Wealth,1922—56
IN THIS chapter we seek to discover the relative importance of top
wealth-holders whom estate tax data enable us to identify for most
years after 1922. What part of the total population and of the adult
population are they? What share of the wealth of all persons do they
hold? What types of property are most highly concentrated in their
hands? Have the number and the wealth of this top group changed
over the years to indicate increasing or decreasing concentration of
wealth over time?
We shall first present the picture for 1953, then compare our find-
ings with those of the Survey of Consumer Finances for that year, and
then discuss historical changes. Finally, the observed changes in the
concentration of wealth-holding are compared with changes over a
similar period in England and Wales.
The Share of Top Wealth-Holders in 1953
The 1,659,000 persons who are estimated to have had $60,000 or
more of gross estate in 1953 comprised 1.04 per cent of the total
population, and 1.6 per cent of the adult population. This group of
top wealth-holders held over a quarter of the total personal wealth, on
the basis of either the prime wealth or the total wealth variant of
personal wealth (see Chart 2 in Chapter 1 and Table 90).
Table 90 needs some explanation. The data in columns 1—7 are
derived from national balance sheet accounts as developed by Ray-
mond W. Goldsmith.1 These accounts record estimates of aggregate
assets, liabilities, and equities for sectors of the economy. Several of
these sectors have been combined and adjusted to form a "personal
sector" which is conceptually adapted for comparison with the hold-
ings of individual wealth-holders. As shown in Table 90, the definition
of the personal sector includes the following subsectors: "household,"
1Tablesfor. certain benchmark years were published in his book, A Study of













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































)THE SHARE OF TOP WEALTH-HOLDERS
"farm business," "nonfarm, noncorporate business," and "personal
trust funds." (We have excluded nonprofit organizations entirely.)
Since the household subsector consolidates balance sheets of all
households, the debts owed by one household to another are canceled
out. In other words, intrahousehold debt is excluded both as an asset
and as a liability. Another difficulty arises in the treatment of house-
holds' equity in unincorporated business. Because the national balance
sheets do not consolidate the household, farm business, and nonfarm
business subsectors while the estate tax wealth data in effect do con-
solidate them,2 the balance sheet totals for most types of property are
relatively overstated. This means that we do not have strict compar-
ability on a line-by-line basis, but this does not appear to be a serious
difficulty for most types of property. Double-counting of the equity in
unincorporated business is avoided by showing it in the household
sector but not adding it into the personal sector totals. Hence, this does
not lead to any errors in the total gross and economic estate figures.
Following the concepts developed in Chapter 3, we refer to the prime
2Thatis, estate tax wealth is not uniformly classified to show all assets held
by unincorporated enterprises as "equity in unincorporated business." In some
cases they are separately listed as real estate, cash, etc. The equity item is listed
under the heading of miscellaneous in Table 90.
NOTES TO TABLE 90
SOURCE: For cols. 2—7, preliminary national balance sheet estimates for 1953 by
National Bureau of Economic Research.
aPreliminaryestimates for 1952. All-sector totals are not yet prepared for 1953.
b 80 per cent of each type of asset in personal trust fund wealth is allocated to the top
wealth-holder group because the tabulations of fiduciary income tax returns suggest
that 80 per cent of fiduciary income distributable to beneficiaries went to persons with
estates worth $60,000 or more since it was from parcels of wealth of at least $60,000in
value. Since available data do not enable us to identify the share of each type of prop-
erty (e.g., real estate and stock) in the personal trust fund aggregate allocable to the top
wealth-holders, we have applied the 80 per cent ratio to each type of property. For
pensions and retirement funds, 10 per cent of private and 5 per cent of government
funds are so allocated, and 20 per cent of annuities are estimated to belong to the top
wealth-holders. This column does not add to gross estate as shown. The gross estate
figure of $381.1 billion is our best estimate.
aInexcess of 100 per cent.
d The original estate tax data for stock include shares in savings and loan associa-
tions. However, we have adjusted the top wealth-holder account in cols. 8 and 10 to
exclude those shares from and to include them in "cash" The assumption used
for 1953 was that the top wealth-holders held 70 per cent of the $22.5 billion worth of
shares in savings and loan associations held by "individuals." This assumption is based
on the belief that such shares are less concentrated than corporate stock and corporate
bonds.
Including shares in savings and loan associations. See footnote d.
Excluded from cols. 6 and 7 but included in gross estate and economic estate in
coL 2.
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wealth and total wealth variants of personal wealth. Prime wealth
differs from total wealth in excluding personal trust funds, annuities,
and pension and retirement funds.
The top wealth-holders in 1953 held 30.2 per cent of the prime
wealth in the personal sector, and 32.0 per cent of the total wealth
(Table 90, cols. 12 and 13)Thesecolumns also show estimates for
the share of each of several types of property held by top wealth-
holders. These range from over 100 per cent for state and local bonds
down to 9 per cent for life insurance reserves. Particular interest at-
taches to the corporate stock figure. Our estimate for 1953 is that the
top wealth group held 82 per cent of all the stock in the personal
This matter is discussed in more detail below in the section on
type of property.
Comparison with Survey of
Consumer Finances Findings for 1953
The broadest view obtainable of wealth-holdings in 1953 is that
furnished by the Survey of Consumer Finances for that year. Accord-
ing to the Survey, the median net worth of the nation's 54 million
spending units was $4,100; 4 per cent of the nation's spending units
had a net worth of $50,000 or more; 11 per cent had a net worth of
$25,000 or more. This upper 11 per cent held 56 per cent of the total
assets and 60 per cent of the total net worth. While this group held
only 30 per cent of consumer capital goods, they held 80 per cent of
business and investment assets (Table 91).
Inspection of the 1950 and 1953 Surveys suggests that the spend-
ing units with $60,000 or more of net worth were 3 per cent of all
spending units in 1953. These spending units held 30 per cent of total
assets and 32 per cent of total net worth.4 These particular figures on
the top 3 per cent are the ones we would like to compare with our
estimates of the holdings of the top wealth group made by the estate-
multiplier method.
First, however, it should be noted that there are some limitations
to the 1953 Survey data as a representation of wealth-holdings. Not
all types of property were included in the count. Insurance, consumer
Distributing the top wealth-holders' interest in personal trust funds by type
of property (cot. 10) is done largely in ignorance. We assumed that the top wealth-
holders owned 80 per cent of the amount of each type of property in personal
trust funds.
It is of interest that the Survey conclusions about this top group are based
upon interviews with 124 spending units.
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durables other than automobiles, currency, personal trust funds, an-
nuities, pension reserves, bonds of corporations and of state, local and
foreign governments were all omitted. Further, there appears to be
some understatement of those assets which were included, with per-
haps the largest understatement for liquid assets.5 These exclusions
TABLE 91
PROPORTION OP NET WORTH AND COMPONENTS HELD WITHIN






Net Worth Group ingBeforetalmeritValueTotal Net
(dollars) UnitsTaxes AssetsbAssets°AssetsDebt'Worth
Negative and 0 to 1 e (1) 6 f
1,000 31 19 1 e 2 1 4 1
1,000 to5,000 23 20 13 1 9 7 18 5
5,000 to 25,000 35 37 55 19 37 36 51 34
25,000 and over 11 24 30 80 52 56 21 60
All cases 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Aggregation valu-
ation ($ bill.) — 219 288 328 109 725 84 641
SOURCE: 1953 Survey of Consumer Finances, reprinted from Federal Reserve Bulletin,
1953, Supplementary Table 5, p. 11.
Includes automobiles and owner-occupied nonfarm houses.
b Includes owner-occupied farms, farm machinery, livestock, crops, interest in
unincorporated business, and privately held corporations, real estate other than home
or farm on which owner is living, and corporate stock.
Includes liquid assets and loans made by spending units.
d Includes mortgages and other real estate debt, instalment and other short-term
debt.
e Less than 0.5 per cent.
Negative or less than 0.5 per cent.
and the difficulty of getting full representation of top wealth-holders
and complete reporting of their holdings would lead one to suspect
that the Survey has probably understated the degree of inequality of
wealth distribution on a prime wealth basis and more certainly on a
total wealth basis.
Since all our estate tax data are for individuals, it is awkward to
Approximately 80 to 85 per cent of the full value of the items included is
accounted for by the Survey. Among the excluded items, personal trust funds,
annuities, and pension reserves (which together totaled about $100 billion) fall
outside our definition of prime wealth. For a comparison of Survey and national
balance sheet aggregates, see Goldsmith's Saving in U.S., III, p. 107, Table W-44.
Further difficulties with Survey data are discussed in the Federal Reserve Bulletin,
September 1958, p. 1047.
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check them against the spending unit estimates of the Survey. While
the top wealth-holder group in 1953 made up 1.6 per cent of all
adults, they represented a minimum of 2.3 per cent of the families
(see Chapter 4). More precisely, in 2.3 per cent of the families there
were one or more persons with $60,000 or more of gross estate. In
some unknown number of other families the combined holdings of two
or more persons equaled $60,000 or more. In the light of this, the
Survey's estimate that 3 per cent of the spending units have $60,000
or more of net worth seems altogether reasonable. Similarly, their
estimate that this group had 30 per cent of the total assets and 32 per
cent of the total net worth seems compatible with our findings that
the top 1.6 per cent of adults held 30.2 per cent of total economic
estate. To add another 0.7 per cent of all families would mean adding
another 400,000 persons to the top wealth-holder group. If we im-
pute $60,000 to each one of them, this would add $24 billion or an
extra two percentage points to the top group's share of total economic
estate: 30.2 plus 2 equals 32.2, which is close to the Survey's finding
of 32 per cent of net worth. In spite of the fact that the Survey figures
tend to minimize the degree of inequality by excluding certain kinds of
property, we find only slightly more inequality than found by the
Survey. However, the principal conclusion is that the Survey gives
some confirmation of our estimates at one end of the historical series.
Historical Changes in Inequality8
Table 90 and the companion Appendix Tables A-17 through A-21
enable us to compare top wealth-holders and the personal sector for
1953, 1949, 1945, 1939, 1929, and 1922. In looking for trends over
the decades, the reader should remember that varying numbers of
6Asfar asis known, this isthe first attempt to relate estate tax data to
national balance sheet aggregates. Several other students of wealth distribution
have examined changes in concentration within the group of decedent estate tax
wealth-holders. W. L. Crum studied the returns for 19 16—33 and concluded that
"with respect to curvature, as with respect to the coefficients of average inequality,
a rough lagging correlation with the economic cycle is evident. Prosperity is
followed by a much greater stretching into high total valuations of the few
largest estates than is depression" (The Distribution of Wealth, Boston, 1935,
p. 10).
Working from a distribution of estate tax returns by net classes, Menders-
hausen was able to make some comparisons of inequality among living top wealth-
holders for the 1920's and the1940's. He concludes that".. wefindless
inequality in the 1944 and 1946 distributions than in those for 1922 and 1924.
This pertains of course to all returns for each of the several years, which, as has
been noted before, extended over a changing range of wealth classes owing to
changes in exemptions" (Goldsmith, Saving in U.S., III, p. 344). These exemp-
tions were $50,000 in 1922 and 1924, and $60,000 in the 1940's.
The introduction of the marital deduction in 1948 makes the net estate data
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the text, a "top wealth-holder" is a living person with more
wealth than the estate tax exemption level. The sharp drop in the number of top wealth-
holders in 1929 was due to the extraordinarily high estate tax exemption of $100,000
effective in that year.
wealth-holdersare involved in each year. These changes are due to
changing exemption limits, changing prices and incomes, and chang-
ing population numbers. Chart 30 records the changing number of top
and the changing population between 1922 and 1953.
after that year not comparable with those for earlier years. Hence, we cannot
compare the inequality among top wealth-holders in the 1920's and l940's with
that in the 1950's. It is possible to compare the distribution of gross estate among
the top wealth-holders in 1944 and 1953. We find virtually no difference in
inequality inthe two years. The greatdifficulty of presenting a meaningful
comparison of the degree of inequality among estate tax wealth-holders over the
years should be emphasized. Because ofthedollar exemption(whichitself
changes), the changing level of asset prices, and the general growth in the
economy, thetop wealth-holders constitute a varying proportion of the total
population. To compare the inequality within a group whose limits are so arbi-
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Comparison over the years, at least of aggregate economic estate,
is facilitated by Table 92. Here we have shown as much information
as could be assembled for 1922—56. In some cases the results are the
product of interpolation. The estimates shown for 1929, 1933, 1939,
1954, and 1956 are particularly contrived, since the estate tax data
for those years are not broken down by age and estate size and it has
been necessary to use judgment in selecting devolution rates7 for those
years. The 1945 results are adjusted on the basis of 1944 findings, for
which considerable basic data were available.
Columns 14 and 15 of Table 92 show the proportion that estate
tax wealth-holders are of the total population and columns 16 through
18 show their share of total wealth. Thus, in 1922 0.47 per cent of the
population held 29.2 per cent of the total equity of the personal sector.
In 1949, 0.80 per cent of the population held 22.7 per cent of the
total equity. In 1953, 1.04 per cent of the population held 28.5 per
cent of the total equity. The whole set of figures suggests a downward
drift in the degree of concentration of wealth, particularly from 1929
to 1945. The peak year for inequality in this series is 1929, with 0.27
per cent of the population holding 29.0 per cent of the wealth. There
is considerable variability in these relationships over short periods. The
variability may be due to sampling or other errors in the estate tax
wealth estimates, to difficulties in the national balance sheet estimates,
or to a combination of such errors. On the other hand, it is not al-
together implausible that the degree of inequality should have in-
creased 'during the 1920's, returned to below the pre-1929 level in the
1930's, fallen still more during the war, and then increased from 1949
to 1956.
Table 93 summarizes, perhaps in a clearer way, what changes in
inequality are estimated.8 It shows the shares of wealth for 1953 for
the top percentiles of the population that estate tax wealth-holders were
in some earlier years. This is shown graphically in Chart 31 which
shows the upper right-hand section of a Lorenz curve.9 The easiest
'Adevolution rate is an average estate-multiplier for numbers of persons or
amount of estate.
section has been much improved by the suggestions of Thor Hultgren.
This chart should be read downward from the upper right-hand corner to
the bottom left-hand corner. The line of equality shows the relationship that would
obtain if the top 1 per cent of the population held 1 per cent of the wealth. It
will be noted that the farther a line is from the line of equality, the greater is the
inequality represented. According to this chart, the share of wealth held by the














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































)THE SHARE OF TOP WEALTH-HOLDERS
TABLE 93
SHARE or GROUPS OF WEALTH-HOLDERS IN TOTAL PoPuLATIoN AND
TOTAL PERSONAL SECTOR, SELECTED YEARS, 1922—56














SOURCE: Table 92, cols. 14 and 16. Percentages for top 0.5 per cent of population,
shown in last row, are derived from Chart 31 by extension of lines from known points.
The extensions were made by drawing lines parallel to that for 1953, except for 1945,
for which detail is available for the top 0.65 per cent. The 1953 data are derived from
adjusted data from Table 24.
a Basic variant.
way to see what changes are involved is to hold the percentage of the
population constant, which can be done with minimum guessing only
for the top 0.5 per cent of the population for the series of years (bot-
tom row in Table 93). This shows quite clearly that there were three
periods when inequality declined in jumps from the 1920's to the
1930's and then to the war and postwar periods.
NOTES TO TABLE 92
Multiplierprocess carried out for both sexes combined, hence these estimates are
slightly high compared to those of 1948—53.
bEstimatesof wealth-holders and aggregate economic estate made by multiplying
number of returns and economic estate on returns by selected devolution rates. The
rates were selected by inspection of devolution rates in surrounding years and with
reference to changing exemption limits.
Estimated from 1944 and 1946 findings.
ci Estimated from 1953, 1954, and 1955 balance sheets.
Relationship between basic variant and prime wealth variant estimated on basis
of 1953 findings.
Personal trust funds allocated to estate tax wealth-holders on the following basis:
1953, 85 per cent of the total; 1949, 80 per cent; 1939, 75 per cent; 1933, 1929, and 1922,
66per cent.
gIncludesa reduction of life insurance to equity value. For 1950 this correction was
estimated to be $20 billion; for 1949 and 1948, $19 billion; for 1946, $15 billion; for
1939 and 1929, $7 billion; for 1922 and 1924, $5 billion.
h Basic variant adjusted to prime wealth variant on basis of 1953 relationship of
basic to prime wealth.
1 Apparently there was an abnormally old group of decedent wealth-holders in 1941.
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The change in inequality over time is modified somewhat by con-
sidering the percentage that estate tax wealth-holders are of adults
rather than of the total population. In 1920, persons over 20 made up
57.9 per cent of the total population; in 1930, 61.1; in 1940, 65.9; in
1950, 65.7 per cent; and in 1955, 63.8. In view of this striking
change, and also because adulthood is relevant to wealth-holding
status, we have shown the percentage that estate tax wealth-holders
CHART31
Upper Sections of Lorenz Curves of Personal Sector Equity
(Basic Variant) Held by Upper Percentiles of Total Population,
Selected Years, 1922—56












were of the adult population in column 15 of Table 92. While the
share of wealth held by the top 0.5 per cent of all persons fell from
32.4 in 1929 to 22.7 per cent in 1953 (Table 93), the share held by
the top 0.44 per cent of adults had a slightly larger percentage fall,
from 29.0 to 18.3 per cent (Table 94). The fact that there were more
children (most of whom held no wealth) per hundred of the popula-
tion in the 1920's than in the 1950's means that the top 1 per cent of
adults were a larger part of the total population in 1956 than in 1922.
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Further, it means that to include the top 1 per cent of adults in 1956
one has to count down to smaller estate sizes than in 1922. Presum-
ably it is because of this that we find a greater loss of share on an adult
than on an all-person basis. The share of the top 1 per cent of adults
shows a greater fall over the years than does the share of wealth of the
top 0.5 per cent of all persons.1° The top 1 per cent of adults held
31.6 per cent of wealth in 1922, 24.2 per cent in 1953, and 26 per
cent in 1956 (Table 94, bottom row, and Chart 32).
TABLE 94
SHARE GRouPs OF WEALTH-HOLDERS IN TOTAL ADULT POPULATION
AND IN TOTAL PERSONAL SECTOR, SELECTED YEARS, 1922—56




and over 1922 1929 1933 1939
.
19451949 1953 1954 1956








Topl.00 31.6 36.328.3 30.623.320.824.324.0 26.0
SOURCE: Table 92, cols. 15 and 16. Percentages for top I per cent of adults, shown in.
last row, are derived from Chart 32 by extension of lines from known points. The 1953
data are derived from adjusted data from Table 24.
&Basicvariant.
Evaluation of the finding that inequality among all persons and
among all adults has fallen over the period 1922—53 is aided by using
the family as the wealth-holding unit. As was discussed in Chapter 4,
the nearest that estate tax data enable us to come to a family wealth
distribution is a rough count of the number of families having at least
one member with at least $60,000. This was established by subtracting
the number of married women from the total of top wealth-holders.
Thus, for 1953 the total of 1.6 million top wealth-holders less the 0.3
10Acomment by P. F.Brundage to the author makes it clear that one may
makea further step here to say that a statistical determinant of the degree of
inequality of wealth-holding is the age composition of the population. Increasing
the percentage that adults are of the total population tends to decrease the
degree of inequality, or to offset a rise in inequality. However, increasing the
percentage that older-aged adults are of the total adult population tends to in-
crease inequality (Chapter 7).
204million married
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families. The identical
holders less 45,000
mate of 472,000 families.'1
Upper Sections of Lorenz Curves of Personal Sector Equity (Basic
Variant) Held by UpperPercentiles of Adult Population,
Selected Years, 1922—56
Per cent of adult populotLon




Setting these numbers of families among top wealth-holders against
the numbers of total adults less married women in the total popula-
tion, we find that families among the top wealth-holder group were
Marriedwomen were 9.7 per cent of decedent estate tax wealth-holders in 1953,
but only 5.5 per cent in 1922.(They were 5.3 and 6.0 per cent in 1923 and 1924
and 8.1 per cent in 1948.) In the estimate of living top wealth-holders, married
women were 18 per cent in 1953and 8.5 per cent in 1922. Unfortunately, estate
tax data do not make possible a continuous series on this relationship.
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calculation for 1922 is 517,000 top
of 1.3 million
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1.4 per cent of all families in 192212and2.0 per cent in 1953. Since
the top wealth-holder groups in the two years held almost the same
share of total equity (29.2 and 28.5 per cent, respectively), it follows
that the reduction in inequality is shown by the increase in the per-
centage of families.18 By plotting these points on a Lorenz curve and
TABLE 95
SELECTED DATA ON 1922 AND 1953
Top Wealth-Holders
Share of Total PerCent of PerCent of PerCent of
Year Personal Equity AllPersons AllAdults AllFamilies
1922 29.2 0.47 0.79 1.4
1953 28.5. 1.04 1.60 2.0
projecting the lines a short distance, we estimate that the top 2 per
cent of families in the two years had 33 per cent of all wealth in 1922.
It is apparent that there was considerably more splitting of estates
between spouses in 1953 than in 1922 since the percentage of adults
who were top wealth-holders doubled while the percentage of families
with a top wealth-holder increased only 40 per cent (Table 95).
is concluded then that the decline in inequality shown on the
W.T. King estimated that in 1921 the top 2 per cent of property owners
held 40.19 per cent of all wealth. The top 1.54 per cent held 37.25 per cent of
wealth; the top 0.63 per cent held 28.14 per cent of wealth. This may be com-
pared with our finding that in 1922 roughly the top 1.4 per cent of families held
29.2 per cent of wealth. Since some families include two or more property owners,
itis probable that there would be a greater concentration among families than
among property owners. Hence, it appears that King, by his entirely different
methods, found a higher degree of inequality in wealth-holding than we do for
the same period. ("Wealth Distribution in the Continental United States," Journal
of the American Statistical Association, January 1927, p. 152.)
It is also of interest that both G. K. Holmes and C. B. Spahr concluded that
the top 1 per cent of families in 1890 owned 51 per cent of wealth. (For Holmes'
work, see "The Concentration of Wealth," Political Science Quarterly, December
1893, pp. 589—600. Spahr's estimates are reported in his book, The Present Dis-
tribution of Wealth in the United States, New York, 1896.)It is difficult to
believe that wealth was actually that highly concentrated in 1890 in view of the
1921 and 1922 measures.
Using the Census definition of "households" yields the even smaller change
of from 1.9 per cent in 1922 to 2.3 per cent in 1953. However, this overlooks an
important change in household size over the years. In the 1920's households in-
cluded many more subfainilies than was the case in any period since. (In 1910,
23 per cent of persons were heads of households; in 1950, 29 per cent were heads
of households. Paul Glick, American Families, New York, 1957, p. 11.) To get
around this difficulty it seemed best to adopt the "adults less married females"
concept referred to above as the family measure.
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basis of individuals tends to overstate the decline which would be
found on a family basis (see Chart 3 in Chapter 1).
Another way to test whether we have really found a decline in in-
equality is to find out how much error there would have to be in the bal-
ance sheet estimates upon which all the percentage estimates of wealth-
holdings are based in order to invalidate our finding of a decline. Sup-
pose the balance sheet estimates of total personal equity are 10 per
cent too high in 1953 and 10 per cent too low in 1922. This error
(assumed in the direction unfavorable to a decline in inequality)
would mean that instead of having 29.2 per cent of total equity in
1922 and 29.5 per cent in 1953, the top wealth-holders would have
26 per cent in 1922 and 32 per cent in 1953. Plotting these points on
Chart 32 would indicate that both points could very well lie on the
same Lorenz curve and hence that no decline in inequality actually
TABLE 96
SHARE OF TOTAL EQUITY, PERSONAL SECTOR, HELD BY











took place. In this writer's judgment, however, there is little likelihood
of an error of this size.
Interestingly, the conclusions about changes over the years are not
affected by the selection of the wealth variant. The gap between
prime wealth and total wealth as here defined changed very little in
the thirty-year period (Table 92, cols. 16, 17, and 18). A more signif-
icant difference may be involved in the choice of mortality rates. The
findings shown in Table 95 are based on our adjusted mortality rates,
calculated as constant percentages of white rates for the respective
years. However, it is generally believed that social and economic dif-
ferentials in mortality have narrowed over time and, to the extent
that such narrowing has taken place, we have understated the decline
in inequality between 1922 and 1953. This means the multipliers used
for 1922 are too low because the mortality rates are too high. The
maximum possible error here is suggested by a comparison of the re-
sults for 1922 using the adjusted mortality rates with those for 1953
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using white mortality rates. Estimates of numbers of top. wealth-
holders using white mortality rates are shown in Table 92, column 7.
The 1922 result of the top 0.47 per cent of the population holding
29.2 per cent of the wealth then compares with the top 0.88 per cent
of the population in 1953 (1.4 million top wealth-holders) holding
24.6 per cent of the wealth. This means that the top 0.47 per cent in
1953 held 19.0 per cent of the wealth, according to white mortality
rate estimates. It is possible then that the fall in the share of the top
0.47 per cent of the population was on the order of 29.2 per cent in
1922 to 19.0 per cent in 195314 (Table 96). It is difficult to imagine
any combination of errors that would yield a result of increasing con-
centration over time.
Changes in Share of Wealth Held by Top One Per Cent
of Adults, by Type of Property
Between 1922 and 1953 the top 1 per cent of the adult population ex-
perienced a decline in the share of total equity in the personal sector
and a decline in the share of most types of property (Table 97).
Notable exceptions are "stock" and "other bonds," which appear to
have changed little in degree of concentration. All studies of stock
ownership indicate that this asset is highly concentrated.15
However, the unreasonable variation of some of these series plus
the greater than 100 per cent figures for state and local bonds yield a
less than convincing picture. It would seem appropriate to review the
possible sources of error in the whole process of estimating wealth dis-
tribution. The irregularities referred to above could have arisen out of
14Therelative fall of 10 percentage points is meant to be indicated here. The
percentage for 1953 is believed to be substantially too low.
Butters, Thompson, and Bollinger give the following as their best estimate
for 1949 (based on SRC data, tax return data, and their own field surveys)The
upper 3 per cent of spending units as ranked by income owned 75 per cent of
marketable stock; the top 1 per cent, 65 per cent; the top 0.5 per cent, slightly
over one-half; and the top 0.1 per cent, about 35 per cent of all the marketable
stock owned by private investors. They indicate that these percentages would be
higher if the stock held by personal trust funds were allocated to individuals.
(Effects of Taxation: Investments by Individuals, Boston, 1953, p. 25, and also
Chapters XVI and XVII.) As to a ranking by size of stock holdings, the 1 per
cent of all spending units that owned $10,000 or more of stock accounted for at
least two-thirds of the total value of stock reported to the 1952 Survey of Con-
sumer Finances (Federal Reserve Bulletin, September 1952, p. 985). For one
measure of concentration of stock ownership by use of a total wealth ranking, see
Goldsmith, Saving in U.S., III, Table W-53. He estimated that in 1950 those
spending units with $60,000 or more of net worth held 76 per cent of corporate
stock. The reader is cautioned that rankings by income and wealth are not inter-
changeable.
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random errors in the sampling process.16 For example, the stock figure
in one year could be too high because of an unrepresentative age dis-
tribution of decedents with large stock holdings. Another possible
cause is the selection of mortality rates; we could have the wrong
measure of the differential mortality enjoyed by the rich, or there
could be errors in the way property is valued or classified on the estate
TABLE 97
SHARE OF PERSONAL SECTOR AND LIABILInEsa HELD BY ONE
PER CENTOF ADULTS,1922,1929, 1939, 1945, 1949, AND 1953
(per cent)
Type of Property 1922 1929 1939 1945 19491953




















































Miscellaneous property 23.2 29.019.0 21 .4 15 .015.5
Gross estate 32.3 37.732.725.822.425.3
Liabilities 23.8 29.0 26.527.019.020.0
Economic estate 33.9 38.833.825.722.827.4
SouRcE: Table 90 and Appendix Tables A-17 through A-21, col. 13. National
balance sheet data used for 1922, 1929, and 1939 are from Goldsmith, Saving in U.S.,
III; for 1945, 1949, and 1953, from preliminary unpublished tables prepared by the
National Bureau of Economic Research.
aTotalwealth variant.
bInexcess of 100 per cent. See text.
tax returns. On the other hand, we could be confronted with difficul-
ties in the national balance sheet aggregates for the several types of
It also is possible that we have double-counted some of the
assets in personal trust funds in making adjustments to move from the
basic to the prime to the total wealth variant for top wealth-holders.
All of these considerations urge that the whole of Table 97 be used
The top wealth-holder group held substantially more market value in stocks
in 1953 than .1949. The aggregate gross estate of decedent top weath-holders
was 36.5 per cent in stock in 1949, but 40.5 per cent in stock in 1953.
"Itseems probable, for example, that balance sheet difficulties are responsible
for the high percentages for state and local bonds in 1929 and 1939.
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in evaluating any single figure in it, and that each individual item be
treated with caution.
Corn parison with Wealth Distribution in England and Wales
In appraising a given degree of inequality in wealth distribution, it is
useful to have not only a historical perspective, but also a comparison
with other national economies. The only other nation for which simi-
lar studies have been made is Great Britain. British study of wealth
distribution by the estate-multiplier method goes back to the work of
CHART 33
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Source: Table 24 for the United States; Table 98 for England and Wales.
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Bernard Mallet in 1908 and includes the later work of G. H. Daniels,
H. Campion, and T. Barna. More recently Allan M. Cartter, an
American, and Kathleen M. Langley have used this method with
British tax data. The British estate tax has had a low filing require-
ment of £100 and hence the estate-multiplier method can give a
much more nearly complete picture of wealth distribution for Britain
than for this country.
Comparison of inequality in the United States and in England
and Wales is made possible by our findings set forth above and those
TABLE 98
NUMBER OF PERSONS AGED 25ANDOVER IN EACH CAPITAL GROUP, ENGLAND













100 or less 16,856 60.62 7,027 53.72 9,829 66.76
100 to 1,000 7,727 27.79 4,272 32.66 3,455 23.47
1,000 to 5,000 2,465 8.87 1,352 10.33 1,113 7.56
5,000 to 10,000 383 1.38 221 1.69 162 1.10
10,000 to25,000 251 0.90 139 1.06 112 0.76
25,000 to 100,000 106 0.38 60 0.46 46 0.31
Over 100,000 15.5 0.06 11 0.08 4.5 0.03
Total 27,804 100.00 13,082 100.00 14,722 100.00
SOURCE: Kathleen M. Langley, "The Distribution of Capital in Private Hands in
1936—38 and 1946—47 (Part I)," Bulletin of the Oxford University institute of Statistics,
December 1950, Table XIII, p. 353.
of Langley,18 who related her own study of postwar wealth distribu-
tion to studies by others of earlier periods. Except for the exclusion of
life insurance, the British data seem to be quite comparable to our
own. Property in trust is treated in the same way in the two countries.
This comparison shows a much greater inequality in England and
Wales than in the United States.
In 1946—47 the top 1.5 per cent of adults owned 53 per cent of
the total wealth in England and Wales, while in 1953 the top 1.5 per
cent of adults in the United States owned only 27 per cent of the
wealth.19 Chart 33 shows, by use of a Pareto curve, how the upper
tails in the two Countries compare.
18Kathleen M. Langley, "The Distribution of Capital in Private ilands in
1936—38 and in 1946—47,"Bulletinof the Oxford University Institute of Statistics,
December 1950, pp. 339—359, and February 1951, Pp. 34—54.
The findings for the two countries are not strictly comparable for several
reasons. First, the percentage of population column refers to persons over 25 in
England and Wales and persons over 20 in the United States. Since the wealth-
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CHART34
Lorenz Curves of Gross Estates Among Adults, England and












Wales, 1946—47, and United States, 1953
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Source: Table100 for England and Wales; Table 99 for the United States.
A rough estimate of the way the two distributions compare through
the whole range of wealth-holders is offered in Tables 98 and 99 and
Chart 34. The comparison is particularly rough because the estimated
American distribution is built up from very few clues, as can be seen
from the following description of our procedure. Our primary finding
that 1.7 million individuals have "estate tax wealth" of over $60,000
holders would be a larger part of the population over 25 than of the population
over 20, this means we have overstated inequality in the United States compared
to that in England and Wales. Secondly, the British data are estimated using
general mortality rates while we have used adjusted mortality rates, which again
tends to overstate the inequality in the United States. Finally, the British data
exclude Scotland, which understates the inequality in Britain. To some extent
these differences offset each other, but we have undoubtedly understated the
difference between the two countries in Chart 34.
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and that they hold an aggregate of $309.2 billion of basic variant
gross estate is complemented by the deduction that there were another
101.7 million individuals over age 20 who held the remaining part of
the aggregate gross estate in the hands of all individuals. These 101.7
million persons are undoubtedly spread over the estate sizes below
$60,000 in a very skewed distribution, with more than half of them
under $4,000. The median net worth of a spending unit in 1953 was
$4,100, so the individual median may be presumed to lie below that
TABLE 99
ESTIMATED DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL ADULT POPULATION










(dollars) (millions) Per Cent(dollars)DollarsPer Cent
0 to3,500 51.70 50.0 1,800 93.1 8.3
3,500 to 10)000 19.00 18.4 6,000 114.0 10.2
10,000 to 20,000 21.89 21.2 15,000 328.4 29.3
20,000 to 30,000 6.00 5.8 25,000 150.0 13.4
30,000 to 40,000 2.00 1.9 35,000 70.0 6.3
40,000 to 50,000 0.80 0.8 45,000 36.0 3.2
50,000 to 60)000 0.35 0.3 55,000 19.3 1.7
Total under 60,000" 101.74 98.4 7,900 810.8 72.4
60,000 to 70,000b 0.18 0.1 61,000 10.5 0.9
60,000 andovera 1.66 1.6 186,265 309.2 27.6
All estate sizes 103.40 100.0 10,800 1,120.0 100.0
Median estate sizeo 3,500
a Derivedfrom Table 92.
b Table24.
0Estimatedfrom fact that median net worth of a spending unit in 1953 was $4,000.
at, say, $3,500. The rate of increase in the number of wealth-holders
in the $10,000 estate classes above $60,000 is variable, but is gener-
ally smaller at the lower end of the range (Table 24). There is a flat-
tening of the frequency curve between $90,000 and $60,000, with
almost the same numbers in each bracket in that range. However,
ignoring this peculiarity and extending the long swing of the line back
to the $0 to $10,000 class, we come up with the distribution shown
in Table 99.
A similar finding of greater inequality in England appears when
the distribution of net worth among English income units in 1953 is
compared (with certain cautions noted below) with the American
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CHART 35
Upper Section of Lorenz Curves of Gross Estate Held by Top Percentiles






















Source: For and Wales, Kathleen M. Langley, "The Distribution of Capital
in Private Hands in 1936—38 and 1946—47 (Part II),' Bulletinof the Oxford Uni-
versity institute, of Statistics, February1951, Table XVB p. 46. For the United States,
the 1953 point for the top 1.6 per cent of adults and the 1922 point for the top 0.79
per cent of adults were estimated from Table 92. The slope of the two lines was esti-
mated from Table 94.
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Survey of Consumer Finances finding in Table 91. In Britain the top
2.9 per cent of income units held 48.9 per cent of the total net worth;
the top 9.9 per cent held 75.7 per cent of the total net worth. In the
United States, on the other hand, the top 3 per cent of spending units
held about 33 per cent of net worth; the top 10 per cent about 56 per
cent of net worth. Apparently the leading difference in the two sur-
veys was the use of the income unit in Britain as opposed to the spend-
ing unit in the United States. Since there are more income than spend-
ing units (particularly single-person units) as the two are defined, it
is probable that inequality is relatively overstated for Britain in a
straight comparison
Itwould appear that the historical picture of decline in the degree
•of inequality of wealth distribution is similar in the two countries, at
least for the period 1922—46 (Chart 35). However, throughout the
whole period the inequality has been considerably greater in England
and Wales than in the United States (Table 100). Langley explains
this table as follows: "The distribution of capital had gradually be-
come more equal during these years. One per cent of the persons aged
25 and over in England and Wales owned 50 per cent of the total
capital in 1946—47; in 1936—38 the percentage was 55; in 1924—30
one per cent of the persons owned 60 per cent of the total capital;
while in 1911—13, one per cent of the persons owned 70 per cent of
the total capital."21
Comparison with Changes in Income Inequality
It helps to place the findings on changes in wealth inequality in per-
spective to compare them with Simon Kuznets' findings on income in-
In discussing the two surveys, K. H. Straw ("Consumers' Net Worth, the
1953 Savings Survey," Bulletin of the Oxford University Institute of Statistics,
February 1956, Table II, p. 4) supplies us with some clues to the reasons for the
difference in inequality. In Great Britain 16 per cent of the population is over
60 years of age, while the comparable figure for the United States is 12 per cent.
In the United States 9 per cent of the spending units are headed by farm operators,
while only 1 per cent of the British income units are so headed. In the United
States half the spending units own their own homes, while in Britain only 27
per cent of the primary income units own their homes.
Straw declares that "probably the most interesting feature of the comparison
is the generally higher ratio of net worth to income found in the United States.
Over all the spending units in America net worth amounted to almost three years'
gross income, compared with a little less than two years' in Great Britain" (ibid.,
p. 55). Also see Harold Lydall and J. B. Lansing, "A Comparison of Distribution
of Personal Income and Wealth in the United States and Great Britain," American
Economic Review, March 1959, pp. 43—67.
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equality presented in Shares of Upper Income Groups in Income and
He traced changes in the shares of the upper 1 and 5 per
cent of persons in a per capita distribution from 1913 to 1948 and
found that the top 5 per cent's share of basic variant income had a
rather narrow range of movement during the period 19 19—38, with no
perceptible and sustained change. However, he found that "from 1939
to 1944 it dropped from 23.7 to 16.8 per cent—almost 7 percentage
points in five years; and in 1947 and 1948 its level was only slightly
higher—17.6 and 17.8 per cent respectively. During the last decade,
then, the share of the top 5 per cent declined about a quarter."23 The
fall for the top 1 per cent was from 12 per cent in 1939 and 1940 to
about 8.5 per cent in 1947 and 1948. In the disposable income variant
the top 5 per cent's share fell by well over three-tenths, from 27.1 to
17.9 per cent.
Our finding that the share of wealth held by the top 2 per cent of
families fell from about 33 to 29 per cent from 1922 to 1953, or about
one-eighth, would seem compatible with Kuznets' findings24 and with
the general belief that there has been some lessening of economic in-
equality in the United States in recent decades. Wealth distribution
appears to have changed less than income distribution during this
period.
22New York, National Bureau of Economic Research, 1953.
p. xxxvii.
Kuznets' per capita distribution of income should not be confused with a per
earner distribution. In the former, family income is divided by number of family
members to obtain an array of families (or individuals) by per capita income.
Since our wealth-holder data are not calculated on a per capita basis, we cannot
make a direct comparison with Kuznets' findings on income. Our estimates of the
distribution of wealth by families seem to be conceptually closest to Kuznets' per
capita procedure. It is worth mentioning here that our method of ranking cannot
reach all the change in economic inequality which occurred. Kuznets ranked per-
Sons by income but ignored changes on capital account. We have ranked persons
by wealth and ignore changes in their income account. The ideal study would
catch both kinds of change for both rankings.
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